Corporate Excellence Forum, with Jim Carroll
Wednesday March 17th from 8:00 AM to 9:30 AM on ZOOM
The Strategic Partners are constantly on the lookout for ways to help our clients increase their
profits through our focus on strategizing, organizing and practical execution. Our collective goal
is to help our clients move closer to “Corporate Excellence”.
To continually refresh and renew our knowledge, we have created the Corporate Excellence
Forum so our members and guests can learn, share and benefit from dynamic relationships.
These discussions are an opportunity to learn from leading experts in business on the latest
trends and developments to improve business performance and personal growth.
Attendance to these 90-minute ZOOM video forums is by invitation only. There is no selling or
marketing here; this is simply an opportunity to learn, reflect and grow. These meetings are
open to Strategic Partner members, their clients, and potential clients. There are no fees to
attend.

You will be impressed with Jim Carroll at this Special ZOOM Forum
Agenda:
8:00
8:15
9:15
9:30

Introductions
Jim Carroll – Futurist, The New & Different Decade
Q & A Meeting Wrap-up
Meeting Wrap-up and Close

If you’d like to attend, please speak to your Strategic Partner who will arrange for an invitation
to be emailed to you… or email us at: info@thestrategicpartners.ca. Thank You!
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Corporate Excellence Forum with Jim Carroll
Wednesday March 17th from 8:00 AM to 9:30 AM on ZOOM
Jim Carroll:
Understanding 2021: The Trends that Will Let You Maximize Your Opportunities
in this New and Different Decade!
2020 was the most tumultuous year in decades and shifted the universe for the
global economy, industries, companies, people, careers and nations! What's
your plan for moving forward into recovery and opportunity? Futurist Jim
Carroll provides a concise outline of what comes next - and what you should do
about it!
The simple fact is that every industry continues to be redefined at blinding
speed by new technology, collaborative global R&D, virtualized workforces and
accelerated science. Organizations learned something new about agility, speed
and flexibility during 2020, and this simple fact redefines the staggering speed
of change to come in 2021.
In this interactive virtual session from the world's leading virtual speaker's
broadcast studio, futurist Jim Carroll covers the key scientific, technological,
knowledge and skills trends that existed Pre-Covid, and then outlines the new
challenges and opportunities that exist as we go forward into a vastly new,
more complex future.
How to cope with a new complex era of accelerating change? Futurist Jim
Carroll outlines his simple but transformative structure: Think big, start small,
scale fast! Aligning to the big opportunities through bold, transformative
thinking; small steps to help you prepare; and aligning with speed to get there
at the right time!
https://jimcarroll.com/
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A Taste of Jim Carroll

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FN50TTjU0sM

Reserve your On-Screen Seat Now
____________________________________________________________________________
For additional information, please see us at:
www.thestrategicpartners.ca
Email us at:
info@thestrategicpartners.ca
Follow us on LinkedIn at:
https://www.linkedin.com/company/the-strategic-partners/
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